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About This Game

Cheeky Beetle The Worlds Most Modest And Secret Superhero.

A mysterious enemy has assembled a robot army and taken over a peaceful world. The fate of the planet now rests in the hands
of a group of creepy crawlies led by ‘Cheeky Beetle’ a shy and unproven beetle superhero. These unlikely heroes must collect all
the robot power-cells scattered around 12 different locations in order to slow down the enemy long enough to give the rest of the

planet time to organize a resistance.

Take control of Cheeky Beetle the worlds most modest and secret superhero. Move him around mazes in 12 different locations
collecting the power-cells used to power the evil robot army. You’ll need to use quick timing and jumps to avoid enemy

mechanized robots and even friendly creepy crawlies who want you to prove yourself worthy enough to lead them. Collect
power-ups including extra life, extra jump, speed-up, invincibility, pass-through, and enemy slowdown to give to yourself an

advantage. Avoid pick-ups such as enemy speed-up, enemy invincibility, and player slow down that will help the enemy. Avoid
and even jump over obstacles that fall from the sky or appear from the ground aiding or hampering your movements. Computer

controlled towers on each level will shoot at the enemy giving that extra help and with 5 difficulty settings you’ll need it!

12 Different Levels
5 Difficulty Settings

Player Power-ups
Enemy Power-ups

Obstacles
Jump Move
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Transporters and Tunnels
Computer Controlled Allied Towers

2 Views
Colour Blindness Settings

Fast Gameplay
Mini-Story

Parental Controls Timer

English with limited language support for: Portuguese(Brazil), Japanese, Spanish, Chinese(PRC), Italian, Korean, German,
Dutch, Hindi, Russian and French.

Linux And Mac Versions Coming Soon!
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Title: Cheeky Beetle And The Unlikely Heroes
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Rocksoft Ltd
Publisher:
Rocksoft Ltd
Franchise:
Cheeky Beetle
Release Date: 22 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Vista 32bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 duo 2Ghz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 8600m 256 Mb or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated Sound Card Stereo 2.0 or better

Additional Notes: Not tested on Windows 8 - Contact me if any problems

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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I have paid for and downloaded this DLC, but none of the packs or other benefits have shown up on my account. Thus far a bug
report has not be responded to. Unsure if this is a widespread problem, but it is frustrating.. \u2611 An Overwhelming Amount
of Bugs
\u2610 Repetitive and Uninspired Gameplay
\u2610 Seamless Animations
\u2610 Enjoyable Gun-play
\u2610 Party System
\u2610 Intelligent AI

You decide.. Take your hand and place it behind your head. Grab firmly. Now.. SLAM your face as HARD as you can into your
keyboard. THAT is more enjoyable than this game. You've been warned!!. It is a rather decent point&click, and the graphics are
awesome. Don't expect much in the story department, as it is not very original, but it is well made, and it is definately not bad.
Some of the puzzles are try-all-combos. The characters are rather bland, but all in all, Lost Horizon is well made on all accounts.
It is not superb, but it is good.
Good graphics, excellent animation, decent voice-acting, and decent puzzles for the most parts.. Artifex Mundi has often been
heralded as the masters of Hidden Object games. Now that the company is no longer creating HOGs, fans of the genre are left
searching for alternatives.

This entry by Skywind Games under the Alawar banner is one which can soothe that itch remarkably well.

Dark Angels: Masquerade of Shadows introduces a world where a group of women fight monsters in the shadows - monsters
which seek to control humanity while disguised as regular people. The graphics are outstanding for a 2013 HOG title, and there
are very few bugs to run into despite the game's age. A simple "combat" system is included, where you can use your chakram to
defeat foes and solve puzzles.

The music for this game is absolutely outstanding, with the intro theme (which is peppered throughout the game) performed by
a talented vocalist who, sadly, isn't listed in the credits. A lot of the commentary is humorous, although the voice actress for the
main character, Kate (because HOG heroes tend to be named Kate) tends to sound almost hysterical in many scenes. This is just
a bit of overacting, however, and doesn't hurt the game overall.

If anything drags this game down, it's the Act II/IV plot. Act 1 is all about learning Kate's destiny and is extraordinarily done,
but the second Act gets into the cliche of time travel. Act III makes up for this pretty well, only to return to the time theme in
the brief fourth and final Act. Overall, the game has a pretty rich backstory and a lot to offer, so I can forgive this dip into the
bargain plot bin for the way they tried to work it in. A professional writer will always get picky about this sort of thing, so I
won't push my judgement too far (the same can go for temporally inaccurate objects in historical HOG scenes).

Overall, this almost immediately became a favourite in my HOG library, and I'm tempted to write a few short stories based on
the lore. Dark Angels sadly has yet to gain a sequel, but at only $4 USD at regular price, it's a title no self-respecting HOG fan
should pass up - doubly so if it's on sale! And if you enjoy this game, please be sure to write Alawar and let them know you want
to see this become a series.. Too short, but overall is good especially the audio.
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A game with a good concept but poor implementation. Modes don't feel that varied. Controls seemed a little bit awkward, and at
times unresponsive. A poor showing for something that has time sensitive elements to it. More frustrating than it's worth.. First
of all, I'll start by saying that even if it doesn't last long (5h or so), it's totally worth the cost even at full price. This is a kinetic
novel, meaning that you have no meaningful choice allowed and therefore no replayability but it's perfect as it is.
The art is good, the story is consistant and well-written, the music is not the best I've ever heard but it sure serves well its
purpose of accompanying us on this journey.
The characters are bright, not dumb or irritating, you get to know them, to see them evolve, to acknowledge their issues and to
feel empathy. My favourite one is the male main character, he has a really tortured personality but his awkwardness makes him
so hilarious at times, I really came to like him. His actual job was my first guess at the beginning of the game. The outcome may
have been obvious for some too but honestly, until the very last sentence, I prayed for a good ending. I'll be honest, I cried at the
end.. Feels unfinished. The biggest dissappointment of my life. This is a nice little survival space ship horror. Definitely on the
short side and a bit pricey for what it is, but you can tell there has been a lot of effort put into this and it's head and shoulders
above a lot of the other indie horror games on steam. It's a shame it just hasn't quite capitalised on its potential, but I still would
recommend you give it a go, particularly if its on sale.
The game is a lot like the other penumbra/amnesia games and their clones, but where this game mixes things up is it's unique
mechanic. Without spoiling any of the plot, in short: you're infected. This means your toxicity level ticks up. And constantly!
There's no escape from your rising infection. Unless you scour the levels for antidote which resets your toxicity level to zero,
before it starts all over again. Now this encourages you to move quickly, but you also need to be careful, as evil creatures lurk in
the dark. Unfortunately this naturally created tension is offset somewhat by the fact you find so many antidotes with even a
cursory exploration of the ship to the point when any sense of urgency is lost. A harder difficulty mode with faster lurgy ramp-
up and fewer antidotes would have been welcome. Same with the flashlight. I barely had to use mine, and there was no need to
conserve as batteries were being thrown at you left, right and centre.
Another great step was to get rid of the HUD entirely which boosts immersion but you can find out how close you are to
danger/death by checking your wrist-display via right-clicking. This gets supplanted briefly later when you wear a gasmask with
a HUD.
In short, the gameplay can be described as follows: lurk around in shadows, find keycards/notes with passcodes to unlock doors,
avoid monsters and get out safely. There is no combat. The monsters come in 2 varieties, nearly completely blind and deaf
humanoids who flock in numbers, to single lumbering bi-pedal beasts with sharp eyes and even sharper noses. They can literally
smell you out if you get too close. Their movement could be a bit janky at times but most of the time you see them you're too
busy running the other way to notice. There is a brief sighting or two of a headcrab-type creature in scripted events but this
never comes to anything beyond that.
Plot is delivered mainly through found notes and audiologs of the ship's captain. Voice-acting is reasonably competent. Sound in
general was an odd one for me though. When you hear the beasts nearby, I didn't get a great sense of where they were, what
direction they were in, or whether they were on the other side of a wall. It just didn't quite sound right, but maybe that was just
me.
What I did want from the game that it lacked can be summed up as just more! More levels, more variety in enemies, and more
interaction beyond keycards and the occasional button press/wheel turn (althrough there were a few cool means to bypass
barriers which I won't spoil)
To sum up, a well-crafted horror experience that shows potential and that you should definitely pick up and support the devs!

Launch Price Discount!:
For a limited time as a celebration of the games release and the culmination of years of hard work and sacrifice by one man
(me) you can benefit from a game launch discount. Thanks and enjoy!. Launch Price Discount!:
For a limited time as a celebration of the games release and the culmination of years of hard work and sacrifice by one man
(me) you can benefit from a game launch discount. Thanks and enjoy!
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